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Research-creation (rc) combines both creative and academic modes of
research. Decisions about the status of rc influence funders, evaluators, and
commentators, but it is arguably rc practitioners who are the most aﬀected.
Much has been written about diﬀering perspectives concerning what should
and should not be considered rc. For students, researchers, and artists in the rc
community, the terminological open-endedness of this category of research
often results in the creation of new methodologies unique to a practitioner’s
work, rather than the solidification or inscription of rc as a paradigm. In the
years since rc was first introduced as a funding category in Canada, innovative research and groundbreaking artistic works have emerged under this
heading, and questions of how artistic practices produce new knowledge are
receiving more serious attention and funding than ever before. Along with
this attention, however, come further questions. For example, when do rc
projects require the approval of a research ethics board (reb in Canada ; Institutional Review Board [irb] in the us) ? What issues of responsible conduct of
research could arise specifically for artistic researchers ? What training should
practitioners receive to address these issues and requirements ? Recent discourse on ethics increasingly views the responsible conduct of research
(rcr) as being composed of both research ethics (largely focused on research
involving human participants) and research integrity. While the former has
been addressed in rc, as I will summarize in this article, the latter aspect of
rcr has received much less attention. A recent initiative by the major Quebec
research-funding agency the Fonds de Recherche du Québec (frq) to identify
issues of responsible conduct in research-creation (rcrc) is making strides
toward filling this knowledge gap. Unsurprisingly, this endeavour has reignited debates on the status and definition of rc.
This article provides a brief summary of the history of responsible conduct of research in rc and discusses the rcrc project conducted by a team
of researchers at the Université de Montréal (2016–2018).¹ I describe the
unresolved characteristics of rc that tend to be scrutinized in the context
of responsible conduct of research. Anyone with a stake in rc likely holds
an impassioned stance on these issues. Since rc is primarily, if not permanently, housed within academia, it will likely be the subject of increased
regulatory scrutiny as it continues to grow as a field of research and practice. An optimistic view of this necessity would highlight the potential for rc
to become better established, perhaps rendering it more comprehensible
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to a broader interdisciplinary audience. This establishment may, however,
result in the exclusion of some artistic researchers through the inscription of
academic — rather than artistic — priorities.
A Brief History of Ethics and Research-Creation
The history of rc in Canada arguably begins in the 1960s and 1970s, when art
schools became integrated into universities. “University artist-academics
found themselves taking on new duties that would gradually reshape their
role, first by transforming them into teachers as much as artists, then by the
attempt to treat them as ‘researchers’ by assigning them to university labs.”²
This shift from stand-alone art schools, which had a range of certificate and
diploma granting abilities, can be compared to the Bologna process in Europe, which is frequently cited as one of the main motors behind the rise of
artistic research. Artistic research is the term used in several eu countries for
research involving creative practice.
The rise of the mfa and, more recently, the Fine Arts PhD has contributed
to the increased academization of art instruction.³ This shift has been met
with resistance as well as excitement. “Alongside the progressive turning of
art schools into universities, debate over whether art can — or should — count
as research, whether research-status is antithetical to good art, and whether research-creation constitutes a specific genre of artistic practice has led
to a proliferation of panels and conferences, articles and books.”⁴ Michael
Biggs and Daniela Büchler describe the academization of the creative-practice
community as “hasty” no less than seven times in their chapter on the diﬀerent values of academic and artistic communities in the Routledge Companion to
Research in the Arts.⁵
In Canada, funding for rc was initially conceived as a means of awarding
research grants to artists working within universities who were not receiving funds from provincial and national research-funding councils, since their
artistic activities did not fit the established criteria for research.⁶ Although
artists employed by academic institutions can receive grants to support
their professional practice from arts-funding councils, such independently
awarded money does not factor into their university’s tally of research dollars. Some argue that funding from councils such as the Canada Council for
the Arts should be reserved for artists without income from steady university
employment.⁷When a new research-funding category was established for creative research and practice-led methodologies, researchers from across the
social sciences and humanities took notice. The first rc grants were oﬀered
by frq in 2000, and the federal Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada (sshrc) followed suit with a pilot program for rc grants in
2004.⁸Around the same time, qualitative research methods became a topic of
increased discussion and debate due to the failure of the 1998 edition of the
federal Tri-Council Policy Statement : Ethical Conduct of Research Involving
Humans (tcps) to adequately address issues particular to qualitative research.
Research ethics and research integrity are both components of responsible conduct of research, but the former is regulated diﬀerently than the
latter. Institutions that support researchers have review boards that address
ethical issues in research, whereas responsible conduct of research is broader
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in scope and may be governed by other administrative structures. Responsible conduct of research aﬀects all research, whereas research ethics review
by rebs applies specifically to research involving human participants ; animal
care committees conduct equivalent reviews of research involving animals.
In 2001, the federal Secretariat’s Panel on Research Ethics authorized a special committee to specifically examine humanities and fine arts research in
response to a survey calling for greater involvement from these practitioners.⁹A chapter specifically addressing the ethics of qualitative research was
included in 2010 in the second edition of the Tri-Council Policy Statement
(tcps2) ; a chapter entitled “Research Involving Creative Practices” was also
drafted but never formally integrated.¹⁰
As Lois Klassen remarks, “The tcps2 instead oﬀers a ‘creative practice
exemption’ for ethical review, albeit with a proviso. Article 2.6 describes how
creative practice activities do not require institutional ethics review unless
those activities generate what could be described as research data from
participants.”¹¹ Klassen goes on to describe a letter of appeal from artist
researchers, authored by Devora Neumark and Sandeep Bhagwati, explaining the concerns of several members of the rc community in response to
Article 2.6 of the tcps2. The letter recommended that “the best solution at
this point would be to leave creative research practice entirely alone and let
artists doing research-creation at universities apply existing and well-tested
professional and contextual rules of ethical conduct in their specific fields.”¹²
The authors recognized that their appeal to let creators set their own ethical
guidelines might not be realistic, given the political and institutional climate
in which they worked, and so pleaded for rc to be at least considered on its
own terms to avoid a complicated and confusing ethical review process that
might result in comparing “apples to oranges.”¹³ The 2014 revision of the
tcps2 made no changes to Article 2.6.
Since 2010, rc in Canada has seen increased recognition with the appearance of several publications on the topic by authors such as Chapman and
Sawchuk (2012), Stévance and Lacasse (2013, 2018), and special collections on
rc featured in the Media-N : Journal of the New Media Caucus and the fall 2015 issue
of RACAR.¹⁴ A Canada Research Chair in rc in music was awarded to the Université Laval in 2015, and although Canada has only gained one new PhD program
in creative practice in the past few years, existing programs have been producing graduates, thereby increasing awareness of artistic researchers in and
outside the academy.¹⁵ These factors could have the eﬀect of increasing the
number of eligible applicants vying for rc funding and could result in more
highly qualified evaluators for those funds. For better or for worse, university departments now benefit from a growing pool of PhD-bearing applicants
when hiring instructors or filling tenure-track positions in creative fields. This
third-cycle qualification could be seen as a benefit to the hiring institution in
terms of reputation, since international university rankings often take into
account what percentage of faculty have doctorates. Nonetheless, there is an
ongoing debate over whether a PhD should be required for everyone teaching
art at the university level.¹⁶ Art historian James Elkins addresses many facets
of this debate in his list of “Fourteen Reasons to Mistrust the PhD.”¹⁷Elkins
contends that the PhD is inevitable and calls for critical engagement with
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what doctoral programs in art oﬀer and for whom they are targeted. As for
what eﬀect artists with PhDs and the rise of rc may have on the contemporary
art landscape, this remains to be seen. The relationship between the art world
and rc is curiously underexamined.
There is no doubt that university-based artists will increasingly be asked
to submit their projects for research ethics review, particularly if they receive
rc grants. Although it is often perceived as a cumbersome process, an ethics
review is not an insurmountable barrier to creative-research practices. Students and artistic researchers may even appreciate being required to reflect on
the involvement, status, and potential concerns of their participants. That said,
artists are often able to avoid ethical review by carefully choosing the terminology for their research methods. “A pilot study into the perception of the ethics
process amongst academics in the creative arts at the University of Melbourne
in 2009 revealed that research students tended to shift their research to avoid
having to negotiate ethics approval.”¹⁸Unfortunately, some research may
never happen at all due to the diﬃculty (real or perceived) of ethical review.
It is the hope of many involved in the study of responsible conduct of
research for creative practitioners that a model of allies rather than adversaries be adopted for everyone involved in the ethical review process and, more
generally, when establishing understandings for what constitutes responsible
conduct.¹⁹This goal demands awareness and education on both sides. Since
artistic practice usually involves reflecting on decisions and actions throughout the creative process, it should come naturally to artists to further consider
the ethical dimensions of their practice, although they may resist the imposition of such a task if the priorities of ethics review do not reflect artistic values.
As Baghwati and Neumark recommended in 2010, reb members should seek
the expertise of those who have an understanding of artistic practices and the
ethical conventions established in the cultural sector.²⁰Klassen addresses
this in no uncertain terms : “Expertise is clearly available to situate emergent
research by artists within a dynamic interdisciplinary discourse. For there not
to be specific artist-research expertise available to direct the [ethics] review of
projects initiated by artist-researchers seems at this time indefensible.”²¹
Where responsible conduct of research becomes especially challenging
to consider within rc is in relation to research integrity as opposed to ethics. Whereas research ethics govern the involvement of human and animal
research participants, and is based on principles, such as the respect for
autonomy, beneficence, and justice, the principles articulated in research
integrity include honesty, reliability, rigour, objectivity, independence, justice, trust, accountability, benevolence, openness, and transparency.²² But
while these principles are internally coherent within a framework of responsible conduct of research, they have the potential to raise challenging questions about the status of research-creation as “research.” Take, for example,
the principle that researchers should “conduct research in an honest search
for knowledge.”²³ Although this principle is aimed at promoting a “fair, open,
and reliable” approach to research, by assuming that all rc is based on a
search for knowledge, it limits understanding of creative practices.²⁴
Henk Borgdorﬀ has written extensively on the ontological, epistemological, and methodological characteristics of research in the arts. In his
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2006 article addressing the debate on research in the arts, he notes that rather than assuming a separation between object and subject, “artistic practice itself is an essential component of both the research process and the
research results.”²⁵ He states that artistic practice is reflexive, in part, because
it is saturated with the experiences, histories, and beliefs of the practitioner,
a point that throws a traditional understanding of objectivity into question.
He proposes the following characterization of research in the arts : “Art practice — both the art object and the creative process — embodies situated, tacit
knowledge that can be revealed and articulated by means of experimentation
and interpretation.”²⁶ This kind of research addresses “questions that are pertinent in the research context and in the art world,” which is why it matters to
Borgdorﬀ that the practitioner is familiar with the standards and conventions
of artistic practices.²⁷He also recognizes that some artistic practices should
not be considered research, such as those that do not seek to “expand our
knowledge and understanding by conducting an original investigation in and
through art objects and creative processes.”²⁸Here he is describing research
in artistic practices specifically and not all forms of art-related research.
Research-creation includes a wide range of practices that will be explored
in the following sections. The discourse around artistic research features
a heavy emphasis on the artistic competency of the researcher, as they
cross-pollinate their practices with other disciplines. Henrik Frisk and Stefan
Östersjö describe the potential of interdisciplinary artistic research as follows :
The potential for novel contributions from the artistic researcher lies in the meeting
between artistic research and other disciplines. We regard interdisciplinary research as
the future challenge and developmental possibility for the artistic researcher. Again, we
make this claim while maintaining the necessity for the artistic researcher to be, first
and foremost, an artist whose practice is solidly situated in the surrounding art world.
Artistic processes may be studied in a number of ways, but one of the defining aspects of
artistic research is that the researcher studies his or her own processes.²⁹
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I had the opportunity to work as a research assistant with a team at the Université de Montréal on an frq-funded project titled La conduite responsible
en recherche-création, which was proposed in response to a concerted action
request by the frq to examine responsible conduct of research in rc.³⁰I was
not involved in the design of the research project and I never attended steering committee meetings. I was, however, involved in many other aspects of
the project over several months. This article will not present results from the
research team’s data collection or their analyses. Other articles, which will
present these results in detail, are currently in various stages of production.
What I oﬀer here is a contextualization and a preview of some of the issues
that arose throughout the project ; these are important to address, as the discussions about responsible conduct of research in rc evolve.
My involvement with the rcrc project began in fall 2016 as part of the
first phase of the project : a scoping literature review. Over the course of
three months, I and another research assistant each read one hundred published, peer-reviewed articles about rc and responsible conduct of research.
In consultation with other research-team members, we decided to highlight the following issues related to responsible research conduct and/or
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research-creation : academic training, definition, position, quality, funding,
authorship and knowledge transfer, and conflicts of interest. Through the
literature review, and based on my own experiences with rc, I envisioned different “profiles” based on practitioner disciplines and the definitions of rc
described in the articles. Diﬀerent concerns about responsible research could
be defined based on the author’s unique engagements with rc. For example,
some artists find research ethics reviews in their current form to be a hindrance to creation, and thus would prefer to be left to self-regulate according
to the conventions of their profession.³¹ Another author described the inability of a review board to adequately evaluate a BioArt project.³² Researchers
who work with participants collaboratively have identified concerns regarding confidentiality and anonymity.³³ Many authors who use interview data to
create artistic works struggle to find a balance between the authenticity of the
data and the entertainment value of their productions.³⁴
Peer-reviewed articles were prioritized in this first phase of the project
and used thereafter to design a survey that would gather more specific data
about rc practices and issues of responsible conduct of research in Canada
and abroad. Although I was not part of the survey design, the report from the
literature review and the fictional profiles of rc practitioners I created were
taken into consideration. The research team members who designed the survey subsequently created profiles for respondents.³⁵ Below are the five fictional profiles I initially developed from the literature review with the aim of
highlighting key issues for rc practitioners based on personal, professional,
and disciplinary identifications. My hope is that they present complex portraits (not straw people) and may be helpful in illustrating the variety of practices and beliefs that exist while highlighting points of contention in relation
to responsible conduct of research in rc. The gender chosen for each profile
is arbitrary ; the option of using gender-neutral pronouns was not retained,
because of the grammatical challenges it entails.
Profile One : Artist

This artist holds a mfa degree and is an assistant professor at a Canadian art and
design university. She works with photography, video, and sculptural installation. She considers herself an artist-researcher who conducts research through
creative processes. She considers the creation of artistic works as the production of new knowledge and understanding. This artist is frustrated by the definitions of research-creation put forward by funding agencies, since they require
her to speak a language (that of an academic researcher) that is diﬀerent from
the language used in her artistic community. This artist mainly receives funds
from arts councils, but has decided to apply for research-creation funds from
the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada due to institutional pressure to increase research funds for her department.
This artist primarily works independently, but occasionally consults experts
or other researchers. She does not credit these reference people as co-creators
of her work, although, depending on their involvement, such collaborators
may receive acknowledgement in the supporting material at an exhibition.
This artist has never published in an academic journal. Instead, she disseminates her work in local and international exhibitions (solo or as part of a group).
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This artist has never struggled with ethical issues except in considering fair
use of images in art making, and in relation to the public being photographed.
She has never had a project reviewed by a research ethics board. She is concerned that research-creation funding is slipping away from artists and instead
funds researchers with no training or formal experience in artistic practices.
Profile Two : Arts-Based Researcher

This arts-based researcher has a PhD and is an associate professor at a midsized Canadian research university. She works with participants using photovoice and other artistic methods, but is not herself the creator of any artwork.
She employs the following definition when qualifying her work : “Arts-based
research is an emerging qualitative research approach ; it refers to the use of
any art form (or combinations thereof) at any point in the research process in
generating, interpreting, and/or communicating knowledge.”³⁶
This arts-based researcher has been funded by Canadian Institutes of Health
Research (cihr) for rc projects working with patients in a medical context. She
regularly collaborates with nursing and medical practitioners and has co-authored articles for medical humanities journals. She has also disseminated her
research through exhibitions, performances, and participatory events. She
is always required to pass a research ethics review for her projects. She regularly works closely with communities and special-interest groups as part
of her research. She believes reflexivity and willingness to adapt projects is
crucial, which often means going back to the research ethics board to make
amendments. She has experienced ethical dilemmas when participants in her
research projects wish to be named in an exhibition even though they agreed
to a consent form that would protect (hide) participant identities ; there could
be implications for family and community members if participants are identified. This researcher worries about articulating the value of her research to
scholars in diﬀerent disciplines, while working to advance qualitative methodologies and exploring the possibilities of arts-based research.
Profile Three : Artist-Researcher

36. Katherine M. Boydell, et al.,
“The Production and Dissemination
of Knowledge : A Scoping Review
of Arts-Based Health Research,”
Forum : Qualitative Social Research
SoziaLforschung, 13, 1, art. 32 (January 2012) : 3.
37. Loveless, “Manifesto,” 53.
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As a full professor at a mid-sized, comprehensive Canadian university, this
researcher employs research-creation methodologies in his teaching and curatorial work. He considers himself an artist-researcher and believes that practice and theory are inseparable. He insists that rc practice cannot be reduced
to a single format or definition, since one cannot know in advance what such
methods may produce. He appreciates this definition of research-creation :
“A methodology that sidesteps disciplinary allegiance and thereby recognizes
artistic cultures and practices across the university.”³⁷
This artist-researcher usually receives funding from research agencies
(within or outside of the university), but he has also been awarded arts-council grants for travel and the promotion of exhibitions. He has co-investigators
for his larger projects and he is familiar with the language of both artistic and
academic communities. In addition to curated exhibitions, he disseminates
his research through single or co-authored publications in academic peer-reviewed journals. His rc exhibitions always feature extensive, written support
material presented in an exhibition catalogue.
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This artist-researcher conceives of ethical conduct in terms of ethical ways
of living that balance the professional, personal, and political in sustainable
ways. He considers feminist and Indigenous methodologies integral to ethical research and teaching. His present concern is that the increasingly neo-liberalized and corporatized university is averse to research that may not have
quantitative results or a measurable “impact” according to the established criteria for assessing research productivity.
Profile Four : Cardiologist

As an associate professor in the medical school at a large research university,
this cardiologist has long suspected that the data published from medical
studies does not tell the whole story. He recently completed a film-based rc
project that involved collecting personal narratives from patients post-surgery. He found this interdisciplinary pilot project interesting, but he is doubtful of the impact, transferability, and validity of the outcome. He is therefore
concerned about the viability of rc as a research methodology. This scholar wonders whether certain projects should be considered research at all. He
is interested in how art could disseminate knowledge to a wider audience in
innovative ways, but he also worries that this may not oﬀer a balanced view of
complex issues. He has concerns about artists’ lack of experience with the ethical and procedural protocols of health-science environments. He frequently
publishes articles and case studies in medical journals with several co-authors
(medical researchers, not artists).
Profile Five : PhD Student

As an artist in a Fine Arts PhD program, this student feels frustrated with
having to frame her art practice as research-creation. She has never encountered this term previously in her formal art education and she cannot find any
guidelines on what rc is exactly or how she should apply it to her own work.
For a doctoral funding application, she has therefore decided to describe only
the parts of her practice that seem the most like research. She has previously
only received funding from arts councils.
Ethical concerns inform her artistic practice, since she deals with
social-justice issues in her artwork. She often collaborates with members of
the public over a long period to bring visual form to matters concerning local
communities. This work results in rogue (unauthorized) exhibitions in public
spaces. She is concerned that her art will not be valued on its own if she must
frame it as research, whereas her thesis committee members are worried the
creative productions will not be enough to satisfy the degree requirements.
These profiles are fictional and cannot possibly capture the full spectrum of
practitioners engaged in rc. In attempting to combine multiple viewpoints
and characteristics, these profiles may ultimately represent no one. Nevertheless, every practitioner described in these profiles can be said to be doing
research-creation and should be considered as part of the rc community. If
compared side by side on a spectrum, however, some of these practitioners would be placed closer to the research side (profiles two and four), some
would be on the side of creation (profiles one and five), and some would be
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in the middle (profile three). When I and the other research assistant, Sara
Mathieu-Chartier, presented these profiles to the rcrc team, we wanted to
highlight this variation. Indeed, there exists a divide among rc practitioners in relation to this research-creation spectrum that is worth investigating,
since it relates both to the profiles discussed above and to the issue of whether or not everyone with a stake in rc will be heard when it comes to defining
what constitutes responsible conduct of research.
University-based artists were originally understood to be the primary
group accessing rc funds, and this funding category has enabled some truly
excellent work — but not only from artists. As diﬀerent types of researcher-creators emerge, however, questions regarding rigour, evaluation procedures,
the qualifications of evaluators, and the definition of rc remain key points
of contention. There is dissatisfaction with regards to multiple definitional
issues from both the academic and the creative-practitioner communities, as
noted by Biggs and Büchler :
On the one hand, we hear the academic community at large — understood as academic
researchers in any academic area and discipline — express the dissatisfaction that what
creative practitioners produce is not academic research. On the other hand, we hear the
dissatisfaction of the creative practitioner community that their values are not reflected
in traditional academic research models and, as a result, when they use these models the
outcomes are not relevant to them.³⁸
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While Biggs and Büchler were addressing the context of artistic research,
the same situation exists in rc. Glen Lowry has similarly examined the perceived “good research/bad art” dichotomy from a Canadian perspective : “If
research-creation does produce bad art, why ? Perhaps, despite rhetoric to the
contrary, sshrc’s research-creation program is not geared to allow professional artists and designers to bring their best work forward.”³⁹Artists accustomed to submitting funding applications focused on their creative practice may feel alienated by the need to formalize their work in the language of
research. And researchers may jump at the opportunity to incorporate artistic
elements into their projects, rather than continue in more traditional, perhaps less-exciting modes.
This persistent artist-researcher dichotomy does not seem to be evolving,
although there is an increasing number of practitioners who fit into a middle
zone between artist and researcher. This is due to several factors, including
the expansion of rc discourses through publications, conferences, and graduate seminars on the topic ; a greater awareness of practices through expositions, archiving, and alternative dissemination platforms, such as the rc catalogue by the Society for Artistic Research ; and the rise of doctoral programs
that enable practitioners to develop a double expertise.⁴⁰Research-funding
organizations seeking to support arts-based research further increase the
exposure and capacity of creative-practice methodologies, but guidelines for
funding these projects, and what to expect as outcomes, remain unclear. This
can lead to a default reliance on established modes of academic research.
Collaborative, interdisciplinary rc projects are increasingly common and
represent a promising situation wherein the expertise of artists and researchers is united and mutually strengthened, ideally producing good research and
high-quality art. Unfortunately, it is still common within interdisciplinary
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teams for a hierarchy to emerge in which artists’ contributions merely support
the work of researchers. Unless the voices of creative practitioners are heard
in the discussions and debates about rc, this lack of respect for the rigour and
depth of knowledge required to produce compelling artistic work will continue, and the role of creative professionals will be further reduced within rc.
I am reminded of a salient note in Natalie S. Loveless’s introduction to
the Polemics section on rc from the spring 2015 issue of RACAR, in which she
acknowledges that securing funding for university-based artists is an important political project. At the same time, she also calls for a “both/and” conversation in terms of what rc discourse can accomplish within academia.⁴¹ Here,
I am highlighting one side of the “both.” This side of the conversation needs
greater visibility and, understandably, the voices of artists are absent from
most academic publications on this topic. Is it fair to ask artists, yet again, to
take up the language and writing practices of the academic research community ? If researchers, researcher-creators, and artists wish to interrogate what
artistic knowledge can produce, spaces for artistic production and dissemination should be centered, prioritized, and considered with regard for the values of the artistic community. That said, I would encourage rc practitioners
who wish to help uphold the place of creative production on the spectrum
of rc practices to consider a range of publication venues in which to discuss
their practices and disseminate their work.
Even though the first major rc grants were established in Canada more
than a decade ago, there is still confusion about what activities are eligible
for rc funding and what qualifications researchers require. I have heard frustration from past applicants who were rejected because a project was either
too research or too artistically oriented. It is not unheard of to receive both
of these criticisms for the same project, if an applicant re-applies after taking
the former into consideration, only to be then rejected for eligibility reasons
a second time with the latter critique.⁴² Of course, funding is never guaranteed, but a lack of clarity regarding eligibility is a problem. Grant applications
notoriously take a long time to complete. Knowing if there is even a chance
of success helps applicants decide whether or not to apply. Transparent eligibility and evaluation criteria also help shape the application. It would be hard
to find a researcher or artist who does not shape a project proposal based on
the call to which they are responding. However, this practice can look diﬀerent depending on whether one is an artist trying to get funding that historically favours research projects or a researcher who does not need to shift a
project description as much in order to access rc funds. Creative work necessitates translation, labour, and expertise from creative practitioners to a greater
degree than from academic researchers.
The idea that an rc project could receive grants from both research- and
arts-funding agencies is interesting. Some see this as “double dipping” and
consider it a conflict of commitment, which is why it came up in the context
of the rcrc project. To me, this fifty-fifty funding model raises the question
of quality in relation to artistic creation. How many projects funded by rc
grants have produced artwork of a high enough calibre to be considered for
an arts-council grant ?
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Plagiarism is another issue our team discussed in terms of responsible conduct of research. Over the past century, artists and innovators from William
Faulkner to Pablo Picasso and Steve Jobs have paraphrased the well-known
expression “good artists copy, great artists steal.”⁴³ In this way, they have
expressed the belief that great artists reference artworks within the traditions
of a given medium. In this context, an idea is appropriated and transformed
into something new — copying alone is not impressive. How would a scientific committee or reb view this culture of remix, collage, and re-appropriation ?
We are, after all, in the post-modern age of reproduction. How, for example,
would one credit the provenance of a readymade ? There are unwritten codes
of conduct for creative professionals regarding acceptable use of the work
of others. This may not be a perfect system, but part of an artistic training
involves learning to think through decision-making in the production of an
artwork. Art education involves critiques — an open peer-review in which artists
are questioned about their process. If a student has not considered the ethics
behind their work, their peers or instructors will question their motivations.
Responsible Research Ethics Review
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A promising model for rebs seeking to better understand the specificities of
creative practice has emerged from specialized art and design universities,
such as Emily Carr University of Art and Design (ecuad) in Vancouver, British Columbia. As Susan M. Cox explains, “The ecuad Research Ethics Board
considers itself to be ‘a learning board,’ wherein education about research
ethics for all those involved in research is a core purpose of the board and a
key aspect of its service.”⁴⁴ This reb fosters a climate of “openness, trust and
mutual respect” by working closely with researchers and helping them to
prepare their applications prior to review.⁴⁵ They oﬀer helpful clarifications
where necessary and aim, when possible, for a rapid turnaround. In this context, reviewers are not seen as gatekeepers.
For many researcher-creators working within post-structuralist, feminist,
or Indigenous theories, ethical and responsible conduct may be inherent to a
project, or even its driving force. This diﬀers from a more biophysical basis for
ethics in other fields, such as health, natural, or biological sciences. Stephanie
Spriggay, for example, describes an understanding of the ethics of embodiment that transitions from “understanding ethics as epistemological (what
do I need to know about the other) and rather problematizes ethics through
a relational understanding of being.”⁴⁶ Kristen Ali Eglinton rejects the idea
of a researcher being “emotionally uninvolved, and objectively distant,” and
seeks instead to “forge deeper ties with participants, often as a means of overcoming the power relations inherent in the research enterprise.”⁴⁷These
approaches to ethical conduct recognize that a research ethics approval cannot guarantee that no harm will ever be done. Once in the field, situations
may arise at any moment requiring an immediate response to ethical dilemmas or other challenges. “There are critical disjunctures between aspects of
everyday behaviour in the field and the University’s institutional frameworks
that aim to guide/enforce good ethical practice, as the very conduct of fieldwork is always contextual, relational, embodied, and politicalized.”⁴⁸Klassen
asserts a similar point using Sarah Banks’ relational theoretical framework :
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“Researchers require relationship-based ethics review structures that follow
‘ethics of care’ models over the rights-based philosophies of principle-based
ethics.”⁴⁹An “ethics of care” model is a holistic approach that could help prepare researchers to deal with ethical challenges, should something unforeseen arise in their work. This approach often takes a central role in the design
of a research project from the start.
Social-science and humanities researchers have noted that rebs sometimes have diﬃculty evaluating and understanding the risks and benefits from
non-health-related research. In the most problematic cases, rebs may have
unrealistic concerns, and so require disproportionate means to address risks
to participants that may not accurately reflect the research context. Chapter Ten of the Tri-Council Policy Statement on qualitative research methods
has helped educate rebs in Canada over the past ten years.⁵⁰Other chapters
deal with risk analysis and proportionate review, considerations of justice in
the recruitment of research participants, and the use of biological materials.
Research in the arts still remains problematic, as it straddles the traditional
fields and methods in the social sciences and creative practice.
Cross-Continental Connections
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It is diﬃcult to capture the full range of perspectives on research in the arts
that exist, whether through a literature review, in an article, or through a
survey. For example, many of the respondents to a survey for the rcrc project I worked on expressed unease over the assumptions inherent within the
survey questions. I have tried, here, to highlight this diversity of opinions
in my proposed rc profiles. There are many similarities between the emergence of rc in Canada and the rise of artistic research abroad. To illustrate this
similarity, I will describe briefly how the authors of two diﬀerent publications independently raised the notion of family resemblances, as modelled
by Ludwig Wittgenstein, in relation to artistic research and research-creation
between 2011 and 2012. In his essay “Pleading for Plurality,” Søren Kjørup
questions how entities with little in common can belong to the same category.⁵¹ Building on Wittgenstein’s example of games (i.e., “board-games,
card-games, ball-games, Olympic games, and so on”) that share similarities
and relationships, but do not necessarily have any one thing in common, he
presents family resemblances as threads that overlap and crisscross members
in the same way.⁵² What is common to art (i.e., “sonnets, ready-mades, operas, novels, paintings, films, pantomimes, and so on”⁵³) ? What is common to
science (i.e., “statistics, history, philosophy, neurology, semiotics, agricultural science, dramaturgy, political science, glaciology, and so on”⁵⁴) ? Traditions
develop over time with the addition of new features and commonalities that
persist and come to define cultural phenomena like research, art, and science.⁵⁵ Kjørup emphasizes that artistic research should not be squeezed into
a single research format or a single concept of research, since there are “many
diﬀerent kinds of sciences using many diﬀerent methods to solve many different kinds of research problems.”⁵⁶ There is no reason that artistic research
should be any diﬀerent.
Chapman and Sawchuk’s 2012 article “Research-Creation : Intervention,
Analysis and ‘Family Resemblances’” can almost be read as a response to
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Kjørup, who called for future publications on artistic research to go beyond
the theoretical and take examples of artistic-research practices as a point of
departure. Chapman and Sawchuk employ examples, not as a substitution for
an understanding, but as integral to explaining a phenomenon.⁵⁷“Wittgenstein’s insights on the use of examples are part of a theoretical understanding of the ontology of ‘research-creation’ not as a thing, but as a concept with
blurred boundaries.”⁵⁸Through concrete examples of rc projects, they oﬀer
four possible modes, or articulations, of research-creation practice : researchfor-creation, research-from-creation, creative presentations of research, and
creation-as-research.⁵⁹“Rather than oﬀering an explanation of what such
activities all have in common, the idea of family resemblance asks one to pay
attention not only to what is akin, but also what is diﬀerent.”⁶⁰Both texts
highlight the significance of examples in the classification of rc. The similarities between these two publications are a good example of how discourses on
artistic research, research-creation, practice-based research, and several other
creative-practice methodologies have gone through similar transformational phases. No doubt, there are significant diﬀerences within these traditions,
but here it is the similarities that should be highlighted. Each of these emerging methodological practices faces epistemological and ontological challenges. To ignore these parallel conversations would amount to reinventing the
wheel at every instance of the emergence of creative-research practices.
Conclusions
The conflict of disciplines is not a brake on the development of science, but one
of its motors.
Bruno Latour, Pandora’s Hope : Essays on the Reality of Science Studies, 1999
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A large number of the articles on rc that I reviewed for the rcrc project discussed ethics in relation to reflexivity, situatedness, or positionality and feminist theories as described above. By learning about the practices and codes
of conduct specific to rc, a more nuanced conception of responsible conduct
of research should emerge, with positive eﬀects on research into responsible
conduct for researchers across many disciplines. This would require a model
of cross-disciplinary allies meeting on equal ground to share knowledge and
expertise. “Diﬀerent disciplines have discipline-specific interests for which
discipline-specific answers are required and for which discipline-specific
methods must be used.”⁶¹ Studying the specificities of creative research practices could help prevent unfair evaluations of rc that compare apples to oranges when applying policy across diﬀerent disciplines and fields of practice.
Discussions on responsible conduct of research in rc could produce better understandings of creative-research practices. This was one eﬀect of the
interdisciplinary discussions that emerged when the 2001 Secretariat’s Panel
on Research Ethics sought to better understand ethical issues in qualitative
research. My hope is that, as a by-product of these timely discussions on rc,
artistic researchers can attain a more prominent position from which to voice
their opinions on rc and responsible conduct of research policies. Why is this
recognition so important ? Without access to funding, artistic researchers cannot make significant contributions to their fields. Their departments could be
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seen as underperforming, which is no small concern if cuts are made to faculty resources. But greater transparency about who is eligible for rc funding
is needed in order to address the problems associated with transforming oneself into more of an artist or researcher to access funds — an action that can be
misinterpreted as applying for funding without the intention of abiding by
the grant guidelines.
The third phase of the rcrc project (which will be completed by June 2018)
involves developing tools and training aids for anyone interested in learning about or understanding responsible conduct of research in rc. This could
include students, professors, artists, evaluation committees, funding administrators, and research ethics boards. It is hoped that this next step in the promotion of responsible conduct of research will benefit researchers and artists,
particularly if there is strong, cross-disciplinary engagement. The rcrc project
was a major undertaking on this topic, and it made strides in initiating discussions and gathering data about responsible conduct of research and creative
practices. These discussions will continue for years to come and could result
in the collection of some foundational examples of artistic research that significantly help move rc forward as a paradigm. “Compared with other disciplines it is rather surprising that after 10, 20 and at certain places even nearly
30 years of institutional commitment artistic research has not developed any
generally known classics and no stars.”⁶²
In my literature review, the uncertainty felt by many rc practitioners was
vividly apparent. Indeed, many authors felt compelled to add long, justificatory paragraphs explaining their approach. In their 2012 article exploring kinship in arts-research communities, Biggs and Büchler conducted their own literature review. They concluded that there is a stronger emphasis on research
within Canadian rc practices than on creative production ; by contrast, the latter is central to artistic research in the uk.⁶³ As we move into the next decade
of defining research-creation practices in Canada, it’s time to question whether this research focus has been intentional or incidental. ¶
The Responsible Conduct in Research Creation (rcrc) project data presented here represents the eﬀorts of a team
of dedicated researchers. I am grateful to have had the chance to participate in the project. In writing this article,
I owe a debt of gratitude to Nathalie Vaorino, Bryn Williams-Jones, and Lois Klassen for their constructive and critical
comments and revisions. I also thank Vincent Couture and Stanislav Birko for their insightful thoughts on the profiles
and survey data. Last but not least, my thanks goes to Cynthia Noury, Darian Goldin Stahl, and Brenda St.Hilaire for
their thoughtful feedback.
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